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 by TechCocktail   

Roxy 

"Glam & Glitz"

Sample the taste of the 60's at Roxy. Brick and glitz come alive under the

blue lights as the oval wall shines in the back drop. The bar stacks a wine

list that is inclusive of international names that are both vintage and new.

The obsession with cocktails is well catered with martini, champagne

cocktails and long island tea. A DJ is stationed at one end of the bar and

he cranks up the volume as per the mood of the seated public. Nightlife at

the Park Kolkata just got a step of jazz to it.

 +91 33 4004 9000  www.theparkhotels.com/k

olkata/kolkata/roxy0317.ht

ml

 resv.cal@theparkhotels.co

m

 17 Park Street, The Park

Kolkata, Kolkata

 by Lindsey Gira   

Someplace Else 

"It's Rocking!"

Some clubs rely on publicity, while few try to lure patrons with happy

hours. Someplace Else does not get into all this; this English pub has been

hosting excellent live music rock concerts for over 15 years and each night

has been a grand success. Many talented rock bands and rock artists have

debuted here; the crowds appreciate and encourage each performer with

great enthusiasm. Drinks like draught beers and margaritas, further pep

up the mood. If you are an ardent fan of rock music and want to mingle

with other buddies who share this passion, join in at Someplace Else

located within the Park Kolkata.

 +91 33 2249 9000  www.theparkhotels.com/v

isakhapatnam/visakhapatn

am/someplace-else.html

 resv.cal@theparkhotels.co

m

 17 Park Street, The Park

Kolkata, Kolkata

 by TheCulinaryGeek   

Nostradamus 

"Chic Bar in the City"

Touted as one of the best bars in Kolkata, Nostradamus is in a league of

its own. The bar is a classy place with a stunning red and black setting

that remains sophisticated to the tee. Crowd here is maddening and you

will see that weekends are always full, with a lot of buzz. They have happy

hours and a bar, which is always stocked with the best of drinks.

Bartenders here deserve a special mention for their efforts in mixing some

of the best cocktails.

 21B Doctor UN Brahmachari Street, Fortune Select Loudon, Mullick Bazar, Park Street area, Kolkata
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 by Centophobia   

Afraa Lounge 

"Most Exquisite Lounge"

Afraa means white in Arabic, and is clearly the thematic undertone at this

Kolkata lounge. The wooden flooring, plush white leather seating and

minimalistic decor, is complemented by a 180-degree view of the city.

With perfect lighting to add to its visual appeal, Afraa boasts of an

assortment of International spirits, sumptuous global cuisine and the best

in-house DJ. It occasionally hosts live performances by renowned artists,

in addition to a range of participative events.

 +91 33 2358 1111  info.afraakolkata@ambujarealty.com  Second Avenue, Block G, 6th Floor,

City Centre, Sector I, Kolkata

 by Marler   

The Basement 

"Fun and Frolic Through the Night"

The Basement is the place to be when you're looking to spend an

enjoyable drinking session with friends. Hidden beneath the Samilton

hotel, this is where, entertainment, arts and spirits get together to provide

patrons with a memorable experience. Never short of energy, this bar

keeps the mood alive with great music and occasional live bands, comedy

shows and stage plays. Its well-stocked bar boasts of some of the finest

local and imported spirits, along with an impressive collection of beers

and wines. Walk in during happy for some added bonuses, special drinks

and discounted prices.

 +91 9007060003  soham.downtown@gmail.com  35 A Sarat Bose Road, Below Hotel

Samilton, Kolkata
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